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Signal detection theory clarifies the concept of perceptual
range and its relevance to landscape connectivity
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Abstract Understanding functional connectivity is

critical for several issues in ecology and conservation.

When animals actively search for habitat across

landscapes, their perceptual range of habitats can

profoundly influence connectivity. Nonetheless, con-

ceptual development and estimation of perceptual

ranges and their influence on connectivity have been

limited. Signal detection theory (SDT) has a long

tradition in several disciplines to address the problem

of detecting stimuli in noisy and uncertain environ-

ments. SDT is particularly useful for understanding

perceptual ranges because it acknowledges uncer-

tainty in the detection process and distinguishes

between two key parameters that have previously

been confounded when interpreting the perceptual

range of animals: signal detectability and response

bias of individuals. Here we extend SDT to the

concept of perceptual range, provide approaches for

estimating patch detectability and response bias, and

apply this framework to interpreting the perceptual

range of cactus bugs (Chelinidea vittiger). We find

that signal detectability of habitat by C. vittiger, and

thus their perceptual range, is between 1 and 2 m,

based on generalized linear models aimed at estimat-

ing signal detection parameters. SDT provides new

insights into perceptual ranges and functional connec-

tivity, which may help understand intra and interspe-

cific variation in animal responses to modified

landscapes.
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Introduction

Landscape connectivity, or the degree to which the

landscape impedes or facilitates movement of organ-

isms (Taylor et al. 1993), is a fundamental concept for

landscape ecology, movement biology, and conserva-

tion (Bélisle 2005; Crooks and Sanjayan 2006; Revilla

and Wiegand 2008). When organisms actively move

through landscapes, understanding the role of an

individual’s perceptual range is crucial for interpreting

connectivity. Perceptual range has been defined as

‘‘the distance from which a particular landscape

element can be perceived as such (or detected) by a

given animal’’ (Lima and Zollner 1996). Limited

perceptual ranges for individuals will result in less
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directed movement by increasing tortuosity of move-

ment paths, thereby increasing time spent moving and

mortality risk, ultimately reducing the probability of

successful dispersal across landscapes (Zollner and

Lima 1999a; Pe’er and Kramer-Schadt 2008).

Estimating perceptual ranges for organisms has,

despite its relevance to landscape conservation, only

formally occurred in landscape investigations for the

past 20 years (Visser 1988; Yeomans 1995). In this

time there has been some debate on proper designs and

analyses for interpreting perceptual ranges (Goodwin

et al. 1999; Zollner and Lima 1999b). To date,

investigations of perceptual range typically include

experimental translocations of individuals as a func-

tion of distance from a stimulus, such as a habitat

boundary. Orientation of individuals is then tested for

non-uniformity with respect to the location of nearest

habitat using nonparametric circular statistics (e.g.,

V-tests; Zollner 2000). Patterns in orientation toward

the habitat location are assumed to imply that organ-

isms perceive the stimulus of interest.

Although these methods have been useful for

providing a general idea of perceptual range, they

are relatively crude measures for estimating detect-

ability of a stimulus (i.e., habitat detection). This

limitation occurs because these methods do not

distinguish detectability of the stimulus from the

response bias of individuals exposed to the stimulus.

Response bias refers to the likelihood that individuals

change their behavior when exposed to a (perceived)

stimulus. Individuals may have non-trivial response

bias in a variety of situations, such as when animals

exhibit directionality in movement (i.e., taxis) inde-

pendent of habitat location (e.g., Pe’er et al. 2004;

Schooley and Branch 2005), or when variation in

individual condition or landscape structure influences

the likelihood of responding to stimuli (del Mar

Delgado et al. 2010; Turlure et al. 2011). This

distinction has potentially important consequences

for interpreting the spatial availability and value of

information for individual decision-making (Fletcher

and Sieving 2010) and may help explain context-

dependence of perceptual ranges (Olden et al. 2004).

Furthermore, both response bias and patch detectabil-

ity may influence landscape connectivity (cf. Pe’er and

Kramer-Schadt 2008).

Here, we provide a refined foundation for the

concept of perceptual range by drawing on signal

detection theory (SDT). SDT has a long tradition in a

variety of disciplines, including psychology, sociol-

ogy, radar science, engineering, and memory research,

but it has received little attention from ecologists.

Importantly, SDT allows for distinguishing between

the detectability of a stimulus versus the response bias

of individuals (Green and Swets 1966; MacMillan and

Creelman 1991). We first describe SDT and its

relevance to the concept and estimation of perceptual

ranges. We then apply this framework for interpreting

the perceptual range of cactus bugs (Chelinidea

vittiger), contrasting inferences from SDT with more

conventional methods for interpreting perceptual

ranges. We argue that application of SDT to inter-

preting animal movement across landscapes will

provide novel insight on landscape connectivity.

Methods

A primer of SDT

The fundamental problem of SDT is a simple one: in a

noisy and uncertain world, can an individual detect a

signal from a sender? We emphasize that a signal can

be considered any sort of stimulus or cue that an

organism might use for decision-making (Wiley

2006). A sender can also be general in this context.

Detectability is inferred from the distribution of signal

relative to noise, yet the observed response is not only

dependent on detectability but also on the response

bias of the individual.

This concept can be formalized as two probability

density functions describing the characteristic fre-

quency of noise and of the signal in a background of

noise (Fig. 1a). The x-axis of these probability distri-

butions has been conceptualized in various ways, such

as the perceptual channel output, familiarity, judgment

or decision axis of a potential event (Green and Swets

1966; MacMillan and Creelman 1991). The focus of

much of SDT is on responses that are binary, such that

response bias is often envisioned as a threshold of

discrimination (Green and Swets 1966; MacMillan

and Creelman 1991). In this context, SDT often

emphasizes the probability of correct detection of the

stimulus versus the probability of a false alarm, or the

probability of responding when no stimulus occurs

(i.e., a false positive or type I error; Fig. 1a). This

information can be summarized as a ‘confusion

matrix’, where four possible outcomes can occur
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(Fig. 1b). Note, however, that these four outcomes are

not independent and all the information within the

matrix can be summarized by the proportion of correct

detections, h, and false alarms, f, because the missed

opportunity rate is defined as 1 - h and the correct

rejection rate is 1 - f (Green and Swets 1966;

MacMillan and Creelman 1991).

Signal detectability and response bias are indepen-

dent measures that describe the decision-making

process. The differences in these measures can be

illustrated with variation in responses in the confusion

matrix. Response bias focuses on the tendency to

respond, whether or not a stimulus is present (e.g., the

total number of hits and false alarms relative to the

number of correct rejections and misses). In contrast,

signal detectability focuses on the hit rate relative to

the false alarm rate (MacMillan and Creelman 1991).

Signal detectability, d, is often formalized as the

distance between the modes of two curves (Fig. 1a),

such that it describes the degree of overlap in

signal:noise. Signal detectability can be estimated in

a number of ways, depending on the assumptions of

the underlying distributions and the type of response

considered (MacMillan and Creelman 1991). For

example, the simplest situation considered in SDT

occurs when experiments are conducted with treat-

ments (signals) and controls (noise) and responses are

binary. Under the assumption of normally distributed,

equal variances in treatments and controls, detectabil-

ity is

d ¼ Z hð Þ � Z fð Þ ð1Þ

where Z is the inverse of the normal distribution

function. This result arises from the assumption that

the distribution of controls is N * (0,1) and treat-

ments is N * (d,1). In this case, d is measured based

on standard deviations (i.e., the x-axis of Fig. 1a is on

standard deviation units), and d [ 0 if h [ f (i.e., true

positive rate [ false positive rate). See Wickens

(2002, p. 23–24) for a derivation and example.

The discrimination of the observer, or response

bias, c, can be described by the threshold at which

changes in responses occur. This measure has also

been estimated a number of ways, depending on

experimental design (MacMillan and Creelman 1991).

For the same conditions as in eq. 1, a measure of

response bias is

c ¼ �Z fð Þ ð2Þ
This measure of the threshold location stems from the

fact that Z(1 - f) = -Z(f) under these conditions

(Wickens 2002).

In addition to binary responses, ordinal data, termed

‘confidence ratings’ in SDT, are also often used,

wherein increasing confidence is described by higher

values. With ordinal data, the area under the receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) has

traditionally been used as a measure of detectability

(Fig. 1c). In this situation, when d = 0, the ROC curve

is along the diagonal of the plot. AUC is useful

in situations with confidence ratings, or when distri-

butions have unequal variance or non-Gaussian distri-

butions. In this case, no point estimate of response bias

occurs, unlike situations where responses are binary. In
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Fig. 1 The basic problem addressed in SDT focuses on whether

an individual (receiver) can detect a signal from a sender in a

noisy world. (a) This problem can be visualized by two Gaussian

probability density functions, one describing noise in the

environment (N * (0,1); solid line curve), and the second

describing a signal added to the noise (N * (12,1); dashed
curve), such that the distribution shifts. In this simplest case of

two Gaussian distributions with equal variance, we are assuming

that the signal simply adds to the background noise in the

environment. Below some threshold, c, individuals do not

respond, whereas above this threshold individuals respond. The

distance between the modes of the two distributions provides a

measure of signal detectability, d. The probability of correct

detections (grey area) and false alarms (hatched area), given

these underlying probability density functions, are also shown.

(b) A confusion matrix and (c) a receiver-operating character-

istic (ROC) curve that summarize possible outcomes in a signal

detection context. Confusion matrices and ROC curves are

frequently used to estimate signal detection parameters, d and c
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the context of a ROC curve, variation in response bias

causes movement up or down the ROC curve (Wiley

2006).

Although inferences based on confusion matrices,

the ROC curve and AUC have a long tradition in SDT,

more recent applications have provided formal links

between the parameters of SDT and generalized linear

models (GLMs; DeCarlo 1998). Here, we advocate the

use of GLMs to analyze the signal detection process

because of their flexibility. In particular, GLMs allow

for specifically testing assumptions regarding the

shape of probability density functions and can easily

accommodate covariates into models to identify

factors influencing detectability and response bias of

individuals. Furthermore, when the same individuals

are used in repeated trials, GLMs can be extended for

allowing population-level (marginal) inference using

generalized estimating equations or individual-level

(conditional) inference using random effects in mod-

els (DeCarlo 1998, 2010; Sheu et al. 2008).

When using an experimental design that includes

treatments (e.g., habitat) and controls (background

noise), the GLM model for signal detection is

(DeCarlo 1998)

g lð Þ ¼ a þ b1trt ð3Þ

where g is the link function, l is the expected value on

the link function scale, -a is a measure of response

bias (c), b1 is a measure of detectability, and trt is the

treatment wherein signals are coded as 1 and noise as

0. In the absence of signals, coding trt in this way

causes the second term on the right side of eq. 3 to

become zero, such that -a focuses on false-alarm

rates and is analogous to eq. 2. If responses are binary,

a logistic regression model (i.e., a logit GLM) can

estimate detectability and bias in response using a logit

link function and assuming a binomial error distribu-

tion. Note that a probit regression model is also

frequently used in binary cases, which assumes

underlying Gaussian distributions (a probit model

would apply to the situation shown in Fig. 1 and would

be directly analogous to eqs. 1–2). For rating data, a

cumulative logit GLM (ordinal regression model, with

a logit link) can estimate parameters, in which

response bias would be estimated separately for each

rating category (i.e., a different intercept is estimated

for each ordinal response category in a cumulative

logit model). Thus, in GLMs, response bias is inferred

by the negative of the intercept term of the GLM,

whereas detectability is described by the coefficient of

the treatment effect, when treatments are coded as 1

and controls as 0.

Applying SDT to perceptual ranges

Signal detection theory can be applied to understand-

ing perceptual ranges heuristically or quantitatively.

Heuristically, SDT suggests that observed responses to

habitat can be due to habitat detectability and the

response bias of individuals. SDT also acknowledges

that there is uncertainty in habitat detectability, and

individuals may weigh such uncertainty in their

decision-making. Although SDT can be applied in a

heuristic manner to any investigation on perceptual

range, here we focus on the ways in which SDT can be

applied quantitatively, both in terms of experimental

design and analysis.

When applying SDT to understanding perceptual

ranges of individuals in a quantitative manner, the

parameter of interest is detectability, d. Detectability

undoubtedly varies with distance from the source of

the stimulus. As distance from the stimulus increases,

there will be more overlap of noise and information, so

more errors in decision-making may occur. At the

point where individuals can no longer detect the

stimulus, these curves converge, thereby identifying

the perceptual range: the distance at which detectabil-

ity is zero (Fig. 2).

Importantly, response bias can also vary as a

function of distance if the perceived costs and benefits

of responding to stimuli change with distance. When

there is uncertainty in the detection of habitat, we

might expect that the value of that information should

decline with distance (Vergassola et al. 2007; Fletcher

and Sieving 2010), such that stimuli should be used

less frequently. Even with existing experimental

protocols of perceptual range, where typically only

the focal habitat is available such that missed oppor-

tunities are unlikely (e.g., Zollner 2000), individuals

may not respond if habitat detection is uncertain

because of prior experiences and their perceived

likelihood of potential missed opportunities. Further-

more, different types of stimuli or information may

have different values to individuals, which may alter

the bias of individuals responding to such cues.

To appropriately distinguish detectability, and thus

the perceptual range of an individual or species, from

response bias to the stimulus, experimental protocols
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need to estimate the responses of individuals to signals

and noise as a function of distance; i.e., experiments

need to include treatments and controls. Otherwise,

these two parameters are confounded (Wiley 2006).

Unfortunately, experiments to date on perceptual

range have focused on releasing individuals as a

function of distance from the signal (i.e., habitat) and

have not included controls (e.g., Zollner 2000;

Schooley and Wiens 2003; Flaherty et al. 2008;

Auburn et al. 2009; Forero-Medina and Vieira 2009;

Prevedello et al. 2011). In the context of perceptual

range estimation, treatments should include the pres-

ence of habitat, whereas controls should have similar

environmental conditions but no habitat (no signal). If

identifying the specific cue of habitat detection is of

interest, then the presence and absence of such cues

would occur in treatments and controls, respectively

(see Discussion).

With responses in treatments and controls as a

function of distance, it is possible to estimate how

detectability of the stimulus declines with increasing

distance from the stimulus source. Extending GLMs to

test for detectability as a function of distance from

habitat can be described as

g lð Þ ¼ a þ b1trtþ b2distþ b3trt� dist ð4Þ

where dist is the distance from the stimulus (and

treatments are coded 1 and controls 0). Estimates of

signal detection parameters (c and d) as a function

of distance can be most appropriately derived from

eq. 4 using linear combinations of parameters (i.e.,

‘contrasts’):

cdist ið Þ ¼ � aþ b2distið Þ ð5Þ

ddist ið Þ ¼ b1trtþ b3trt� disti ð6Þ

Furthermore, eq. 4 could be extended to include

relevant covariates influencing the signal detection

process. Linear contrasts can provide measures of

precision for c and d, such that the perceptual range

can be considered the distance at which the confidence

interval for d overlaps with 0.

For response data, we focus on orientation measure-

ments because most previous investigations use orien-

tation data for interpreting perceptual ranges (e.g.,

Zollner 2000; Schooley and Wiens 2003; Prevedello

et al. 2011). However, we note that other types of

responses could also be considered and may be

informative (e.g., movement trajectories; Benhamou

2006). Orientation data for control and experimental

conditions provide a means to estimate response bias

resulting from external factors such as wind (Schooley

and Wiens 2003) or topography (Olden et al. 2004).

Angular distances in orientations (Batschelet 1981;

p. 4) are potentially useful responses in the context of

SDT because they linearize orientation angles. In this

context, we scale angular distances, had, to improve

interpretation:

had ¼ 180 � abs htrt � hið Þ½ �=180 ð7Þ

where htrt is the angle to the treatment or control and

hi is the angle that individual i orients. had ranges

from 0 to 1, with values approaching 1 describing

perfect orientation to treatments. Scaled angular

distances could be summarized as ranks and be

interpreted as analogous to confidence ratings data

frequently employed in SDT (sensu Wickens 2002;

see also Wiley 2006); however, here we do not

truncate these data but rather use these continuous
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Fig. 2 Application of SDT to the concept of the perceptual

range. As distance increases between a signal and receiver,

signal detectability declines and the probability distributions

(see Fig. 1) increasingly overlap
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responses in a GLM framework (Schooley and

Wiens 2003).

An example with cactus bugs

We used a translocation experiment to estimate the

perceptual range of adult cactus bugs, a Hemipteran

that feeds, breeds, and aggregates on prickly pear

cactus (Opuntia spp.). A previous experiment by

Schooley and Wiens (2003) on this species suggested

that bugs had a bias in their response based on wind

direction, suggesting that using SDT to interpret

perceptual range in this species could help distinguish

response bias versus detectability of habitat.

We conducted the experiment from 1 September to

18 October 2009 at the Ordway–Swisher Biological

Station, north-central Florida (29.4�N, 82.0�W). This

period is the post-breeding season for C. vittiger in this

region. For experimental releases, we used six plots

that were deemed suitable habitat for cactus and cactus

bugs, based on land-cover data for the station, but

contained no cacti or C. vittiger. For each plot, there

were no cacti \50 m from the plot boundaries, and

plots were separated by[50 m.

In each plot, C. vittiger were released at varying

distances from either a single potted cactus cladode

(cactus pad; treatment hereafter) or a control. The cacti

used in the study were the eastern prickly pear cactus,

Opuntia humifusa. The control was a pot containing

only soil, such that the habitat ‘signal’ was removed.

Consequently, in this experimental design, we did not

attempt to isolate the habitat cues used by C. vittiger.

We chose this type of control because investigations

suggest hemipteran insects may use both visual and

olfactory cues to detect habitat (Patt and Setamou

2007; Wenninger et al. 2009). In both treatments and

controls, pots were placed at ground level at least

30 min prior to initiation of experimental trials.

C. vittiger are thought to rarely fly (DeVol and

Goeden 1973; Schooley and Wiens 2003), and instead

typically walk between host plant patches. Movement

of C. vittiger in this region is localized, with median

displacement of approximately 2 m per week

(Fletcher et al. 2011).

We caught adult male and female C. vittiger in

nearby areas ([500 m from experimental trials)

in September and October 2009 and held them in

containers containing ample cacti (food resource) for

1–2 weeks prior to release. While variation in food

availability prior to release could alter response bias to

cacti (Bell 1990; but see McIntyre and Vaughn 1997),

our design standardized this issue based on similar

pre-release conditions for all individuals. We released

the captured bugs at 1, 2, 4, and 8 m from treatments

and controls in a randomly chosen direction (n = 77;

females = 39, males = 38). Each day, one control

and one treatment were used for each plot at a

randomly chosen distance for the release. Treatment

order was also randomized and the time between

releases in a given plot was [60 min. Upon release,

individuals were initially covered with a dark pot for

2 min to allow the insect to acclimate to its new

environment. After 2 min, we recorded locations

every minute for 10 min or until the individual moved

25 cm by placing flagged toothpicks at locations

[1 min after each movement (Schooley and Wiens

2003). Locations were then used to calculate move-

ment paths via triangulation using tape measures

(Turchin 1998, p.12–13). During the experiment, one

individual flew upon release; we removed this indi-

vidual from analyses. Trials were conducted between

0900 and 1600 during which time the temperature

ranged from 25 to 36 �C and wind speeds averaged

0.35 km/hr (range = 0–2.8 km/hr; measured at 0.5 m

above ground with a WindMate 200 wind meter).

Overall, environmental conditions for releases in

treatments and controls did not differ, based on

temperature, wind speed, and wind direction measured

at the end of each trial (t tests: t \ 1.28, P [ 0.20).

We contrast conventional measures of orientation

at different distances from cactus using non-paramet-

ric V-tests (Batschelet 1981) with analyses guided by

SDT (DeCarlo 1998). For signal detection models, we

used data from cactus treatments and controls and a

GLM assuming a normal error distribution to illustrate

how SDT can be applied to distinguish detectability

from bias. We expected wind direction may be more

likely to alter response bias than patch detectability

because Schooley and Wiens (2003) have shown that

C. vittiger are more likely to move toward prevailing

winds regardless of cactus location. As a consequence,

we fit a GLM that included distance, treatment and

their interaction as covariates (see eq. 4), as well as

wind direction as a covariate and pair-wise interac-

tions of wind direction with treatment and distance.

Wind direction was scaled such that a value of zero

indicated the prevailing wind direction coincided with

the pot location (cactus or control was downwind from
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the release site), whereas a value of 1 indicated that

wind direction was 180� opposite of the pot location

(cactus or control was upwind). Note that we consid-

ered the four distances (1, 2, 4, and 8 m) as categorical

covariates to allow for the possibility of non-linear

effects of distance from stimuli on orientation

responses.

Results

Using conventional approaches based on V-tests for

estimating perceptual range in treatments, we found

that C. vittiger oriented significantly toward cactus at

1 m, but showed no strong pattern of orientation at

greater distances (Fig. 3). There was no effect of

C. vittiger orienting relative to wind direction or

observer location based on V-tests (P [ 0.50). None-

theless, these analyses do not allow for general

separation of cactus detectability and the response

bias of C. vittiger.

Using SDT, we were able to uncover estimates of

response bias and detectability and whether they

differed with wind direction. Overall, wind direction

had no influence on observed responses (Table 1), but

there was evidence for a treatment 9 distance inter-

action, suggesting that either response bias or detect-

ability changed with distance (Table 1). Based on this

model, we partitioned these effects using linear

contrasts (eqs. 5–6), finding that response bias did

not vary with distance (Fig. 4a); rather, patch detect-

ability was evident at 1 m but not at greater distances

(Fig. 4b). While there was a tendency for response

bias and signal detectability to be greater when wind

direction was upwind from treatments and controls

(based on point estimates), there was no strong

evidence for wind direction influencing either signal

detection parameter (Fig. 4).

Discussion

Signal detection theory provides a formal framework

for interpreting how animals detect and respond to

stimuli across landscapes. This framework decom-

poses the detectability of habitat (and other stimuli)

from the response bias of individuals. In doing so,

STD not only provides more refined estimates of

perceptual range, but it can also provide insight into

variation of putative perceptual ranges observed

across individuals and species. Pe’er and Kramer-

Schadt (2008) emphasized that the concept of percep-

tual ranges needed to move beyond the ‘patch-

detection’ process; here we argue that SDT provides

a formal means to do so. Empirically, patch detection

has been confounded with the bias of individuals in

responding to habitat. SDT provides a framework to

distinguish these issues, clearly estimate patch detec-

tion, and further interpret how response bias may vary

under different conditions.

1 meter
P < 0.001 P = 0.98 P = 0.53 P = 0.56

2 meters 4 meters 8 meters

Fig. 3 Orientation of cactus bugs (n = 36) in treatments as a function of distance from cactus and associated P-values from V-tests.

The arrow denotes the mean vector for orientations
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We expected that SDT would provide better

estimates of perceptual range for the C. vittiger,

because previous experiments suggested strong bias in

individual responses to cactus. Schooley and Wiens

(2003) found that C. vittiger biased movement into the

prevailing wind direction (i.e., anemotaxis). Such

behaviors should be reflected in changes in response

bias based on wind direction relative to cacti. How-

ever, we found no evidence of response bias being

altered by wind direction. This lack of an effect may be

explained, in part, by the fact that our study plots were

surrounded by forest and wind speed was generally

low (0–2.8 km/hr measured at 0.5 m above ground) in

comparison to the open short-grass prairie where

Schooley and Wiens (2003) conducted their experi-

ments (0.5–11 km/hr at 5 cm above ground level).

Nonetheless, SDT did provide a formal means to test

this effect in a way not possible through conventional

approaches to estimating perceptual ranges.

While empirical investigations on perceptual range

have often emphasized estimating detectability of habitat

and how it varies under different conditions, understand-

ing variation in the response bias to habitat will also be

critical for interpreting functional connectivity for ani-

mals. Pe’er and Kramer-Schadt (2008) used an individ-

ual-based model to explore variation in perceptual range

and intensity of response (probability of responding to the

patch, given it was detected) on functional connectivity.

Thus, intensity of response in their model was one general

formulation of response bias (note that response bias

described here also includes uncertainty in the detection

problem; Fig. 1a). This model highlighted that response

bias and patch detectability each had distinct, and strong,

impacts on immigration rates for Eurasian lynx (Lynx

lynx) in a highly fragmented landscape.

Response bias can occur for at least two general

reasons. First, individuals may use other information

independent of habitat to guide movement behaviors,

thus causing bias in movement trajectories and com-

plicating estimation of perceptual ranges. In addition to

anemotaxis mentioned above, variation in other exter-

nal cues (e.g., magnetic; Wiltschko and Wiltschko

1996) and the use of other physical features (e.g.,

topography; Pe’er et al. 2004) may bias movement

decisions irrespective of patch detection. Second,

Table 1 Results of generalized linear model (identity link

function and a Gaussian error distribution) for testing the

effects of treatment (presence or absence of cactus), distance to

treatment, and wind direction on orientation behavior of

Chelinidea vittiger

Effect df F P

Treatment 1, 64 0.91 0.343

Distance 3, 64 0.32 0.810

Treatment 9 distance 3, 64 3.16 0.030

Wind direction 1, 64 1.12 0.295

Wind direction 9 treatment 1, 64 0.34 0.563

Wind direction 9 distance 3, 64 0.40 0.750
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Fig. 4 (a) Response bias of cactus bugs and (b) signal

detectability as a function of distance, estimated from general-

ized linear models (linear contrasts) with scaled angular

responses. White dots are predictions for situations where the

treatment or control is upwind from the release site, gray dots
are predictions when wind direction is ignored, and black dots

are predictions for situations where the treatment or control is

downwind from the release site. Dashed reference lines
represent (a) zero response bias (on the scale of transformed

angular distances), and (b) zero detectability
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individual condition, experience, and context depen-

dence may influence response bias, where both phys-

iological and psychological factors may alter the

likelihood of responding to perceived habitat (see

Nathan et al. 2008 for discussion). For example, Zollner

and Lima (2005) hypothesize that under heightened

predation risk, individuals may be less likely to move

toward distant habitats that are detected.

SDT has long been interested in response bias and

some hypotheses generated by SDT regarding

response bias may be relevant for animals in hetero-

geneous landscapes. For example, psychologists pre-

dict that individuals experiencing environments with

more signals should be more likely to respond to an

uncertain stimulus (i.e., have a lower response

threshold; Green and Swets 1966). By extending this

idea to animals in fragmented landscapes, SDT would

predict that animals in landscapes with more suitable

habitat would be more likely to respond to uncertain

habitat cues. As a corollary, individuals from highly

isolated populations would be predicted to be less

likely to respond to uncertain information about

habitat location, potentially decreasing between-patch

movements and functional connectivity. In this con-

text, utility functions that weigh the costs and benefits

of the four possible outcomes of the confusion matrix

(Fig. 1b) could be used to predict optimal responses in

variable environments (e.g., Wiley 1994).

Future applications and extensions

Here we applied SDT to situations in which individ-

uals likely used chemical cues to detect habitat and

orientation was used as a functional response. SDT

should also prove useful for animals that use visual

cues for detecting habitat, although we might expect

less variance of probability density functions along the

decision axis (Fig. 1a) compared to other cues; i.e., the

uncertainty associated with signals might be lower for

visual cues. Furthermore, concepts highlighted with

SDT could also be applied to responses other than

orientation to make inferences regarding perceptual

range. For example, Goodwin et al. (1999) argue that

other types of data, such as explicit movement

trajectories, might be more informative to inferring

perceptual range and its influence on functional

connectivity (see also Prevedello et al. 2010). Move-

ment trajectories can potentially provide more robust

information for inferring response bias and

detectability by including step lengths as well as

orientation data (Benhamou 2006). As described

above, SDT has been used for a variety of response

data (e.g., binary, ordinal), such that it could be

applied to movement trajectory data as well.

In our experiment, we were able to add and remove

habitats in a manner that allowed systematic applica-

tion of treatments and controls. The control we used

did not attempt to isolate whether C. vittiger used

visual or olfactory cues, but designs with different

types of controls coupled with SDT could identify

detectability and response bias to different cues. For

example, using a control that included a plastic

Opuntia model or another plant species of similar

stature would provide a visual cue similar to treat-

ments without an appropriate olfactory cue. However,

for other species, particularly vertebrates such as small

mammals or birds, experimental designs with treat-

ments (habitat) and controls (no habitat) might be

more difficult. We suggest that the application of SDT

to larger ranging animals could simply include ‘con-

trol’ releases in non-habitat at distances from potential

habitat much greater than the expected perceptual

range. Even in situations where SDT cannot be applied

in a quantitative way as shown here, the conceptual

foundation of SDT should provide a useful heuristic

framework for our understanding of perceptual range

and movement in landscapes.

Other aspects of SDT are relevant to interpreting

variation in perceptual ranges and functional connec-

tivity. For example, problems of discrimination of two

or more signals, rather than signal versus background

noise, have been considered and solved by SDT

(Wickens 2002). This issue could be relevant in situ-

ations where animals use more than one habitat type

for foraging or reproduction (landscape complemen-

tation; Dunning et al. 1992), or when animals use

different kinds of information to guide movement

through landscapes (Fletcher 2006). Problems of

multivariate signals and classifying the stimulus into

different potential outcomes have also been consid-

ered with SDT (MacMillan and Creelman 1991;

Wickens 2002). In addition, redundancy of signals

has been addressed (MacMillan and Creelman 1991),

which could be particularly relevant to functional

connectivity (McRae et al. 2008; Pinto and Keitt

2009). We expect that insights from SDT will

facilitate the development of a general theory of

connectivity for populations and communities.
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